21. What colour were the bulging underpants in the photo US Congressman Anthony Weiner
sent to a young woman?
22. Who is the new Manager of Fulham?
23. It has been claimed that what drink can possibly lead to you hearing voices in your head?
24. Which actor has been credited as one of the four co-authors in a paper on how brain
structure differs according to your political leanings?
25. What was the name of the famous sheep in New Zealand that managed to avoid being
sheared for 6 years, and who had to be put down last weekend?
26. What name is given to the series of wars lasted from 1337 to 1453?
27. In which DH Lawrence novel are Rupert Birkin and Gerald Cricha characters?
28. Who was the liberal democrat candidate who came third behind Stephen Twigg and Michael
Portillo in the 1997 general election?
29. Which rugby Union side won this year’s Aviva Premiership title?
30. Which of the following drinks traditionally is part of a black Russian, gin, vodka or whisky?
31. What tv show with Alan Davies was first broadcast in 2003?
32. In 1908 Olivetti was founded to manufacturer what type of mechanical device?
33. What name is given to the plastic material with a similar consistency to clay that used to be
commonly used to fix and seal windows?
34. In which film does 78-year-old Carl Fredricksen set out to fulfil his lifelong dream to see the
wilds of South America By tying thousands of balloons to his home?
35. What type of learning is done by routine and constant repetition?
36. What is of interest to dendrologists, and in mathematics can follow probability or binary
search?
37. In the abbreviation DQYDJ what does the Q stand for?
38. What three letter abbreviation for Turkish Lira spells a term that is used in rugby?
39. Which navigation light on a ship is red, the port or starboard?
40. Link?
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

What is the only Midwestern state not to have a name with native American origin?
In which film does the main character experience over 3500 February 2nds in a row?
As objects speed up do they appear to get shorter or longer to a stationary observer?
What first took place on Saturday 19 November 1994 started by the then 18 year old
Deborah Walsh?
What is the chemical symbol for Lead?
How many American billions are there in a British billion?
A basketball is about 9 inches, what is the diameter of an NBA basketball hoop (+/- 1 inch)?
Who narrates in the night garden?
What was significant about the rabbit in Alan Brownjohn’s poem?
How could you fall naked from a 50 story building and live?

